
On a recent evening, Heidi Wittekind ordered the $21 bucatini pasta with bone marrow at a
restaurant in West Hollywood. Then her server offered to upgrade the dish with a $5 shot.

The server brought a shot of Madeira, a Portuguese fortified wine, poured it over the bone
marrow and yelled “bone luge” while banging on the wine bottle with a kitchen utensil loud
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enough for other diners to hear.
Ms. Wittekind used her napkin
as a bib and drank the shot from
the bone.

“It’s kind of like a beer bong for
adults,” says Ms. Wittekind, 33
years old, who owns an events
company in Los Angeles. “It's the
classy way of doing a beer bong.”

The lowbrow shot, long the
mainstay of college drinking
games and spring break, is being
reinvented with a twist for
grown-up diners.

The restaurant KYU in Miami
offers a $15 “Duck Duck Juuse”—
a pairing of Remy Martin 1738
cognac in a sake cup alongside a
small bowl of hot smoked duck
jus, a sauce of drippings from the
bird being cooked. It’s listed on
the cocktail menu under a
heading called “Mind Blown.”

The item itself is described as “Yes…Just Yes.”

The bone luge is ‘kind of like a beer bong for adults,’ says one diner. PHOTO: ANDREA D'AGOSTO FOR THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL
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Owner and general manager Steven Haigh started offering it six months ago after noticing that
the kitchen staff would often drink leftover duck jus between shifts. It’s meant to accompany
savory meals, and the restaurant encourages diners to take turns sipping the jus and the
cognac, though Mr. Haigh says some patrons down each one as a single shot. He says it’s an easy
add-on to meal tickets.

“It can jump in at any stage of the meal—you even see it going at lunch time,” he says.

For restaurants, the shots are a low-cost and low-labor way to boost check averages, and they
deliver some of the highest margins on a menu, says Darren Tristano, chief executive at CHD-
Expert, a food market-research firm. The drinks target Gen X and millennial diners, who have
aged out of their fraternity party days but often want some fun with their fancy. Many of those
patrons still have “an increased propensity to drink,” says Mr. Tristano, but are looking for
more adult-sounding offerings.

Traditionally, shots were simply pure distilled spirits, like vodka or whiskey. “Mixed shots”—
such as the kamikaze with vodka, triple sec and lime—became popular in the 1980s and ’90s,
but fell out of fashion with the rise of artisanal cocktails. Now, creative shot drinks are back in
vogue, and are being positioned as more sophisticated.

At Tesse, the restaurant that serves up the Madeira shot, the tableside show has “become big
on Instagram” with posts of diners drinking the wine as it flows from their emptied bone
marrow luge, says co-owner Jordan Ogron. When drunk over the bone marrow, the wine
“balances out the fat and the oil,” he adds. He estimates that on a weekend 100 out of the 250
tables order the pasta with bone marrow and get the bone luge option.

Mr. Ogron noticed other restaurants were offering the bone luge with sherry, and decided to put
what he considered a more sophisticated twist on it with Madeira wine. Diners can opt for
other alcohol as well; one group recently chose to do it with a smoky mescal.

At the Bonnie, an upscale comfort-food restaurant in Queens, N.Y., diners can start brunch with
the $8 Breakfast Shot, which it describes as containing coffee-infused rye, milk-washed amaro,

The $15 Duck Duck Juuse shot pairing at KYU in Miami. PHOTO: DANIEL VILLA
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p. William Shunn, a 50-year-old science-fiction writer, says the drink kind of tastes like a
morning latte, but seems more sophisticated than a typical shot.

“I sort of looked down on the shot as something to do when you’re out trying to get drunk—
that's not my interest anymore,” he says.

Often times the shot is ordered alongside a Bloody Mary for sipping, says Mike Di Tota, general
manager. Pricing the shot under $10 was important: “Everyone will pay $8—most people don’t
think about it twice,” says Mr. Di Tota.

More than 6% of restaurant menus in the U.S. listed shots last year, up by a third from two years
earlier, according to Datassential, a market research firm that tracks more than 2,800 menus
across the country. The firm expects that number to reach double digits in the next few years.

A big part of shots’ appeal
is that they remind diners
of their college days, says
Jamie Howe, a director at
Datassential. “A lot of
places are doubling down
on nostalgia,” she says.

At Henrietta Red in
Nashville, whose website
touts its “seasonal
contemporary cooking” and
chef’s attendance at the
Culinary Institute of

America, the shots provide a dose of chi-chi nostalgia. Bar manager Patrick Halloran offers a
rotating menu of gelatin “shots from scratch.” The “Paloma” has tequila, lime and grapefruit;
the “Charlie Chaplin” has gin, apricot liqueur and lime; a Sherry Cobbler shot is made from a

The Bonnie's Breakfast Shot is made with co�ee-infused rye, milk-washed amaro and hazelnut syrup. PHOTO: NOAH FECKS

A Sherry Cobbler gelatin shot at Nashville’s Henrietta Red. PHOTO: ALLIE POINDEXTER



blend of three sherries,
mixed with lemon and
orange.

On visits home to
Nashville, Foster Curry
often gets a round of
gelatin shots for the
entire family, tastefully
presented at the end of
the meal. “It’s a far cry
from the college days,”
says the 30-year-old
who works at a medical
association in
Washington. “My

parents get a kick out of it.”

When people hear about the offerings, “there’s a lot of arched eyebrows—they laugh and they
giggle,” says Mr. Halloran, who makes 90 shots for customers each week, which many tables
order as an aperitif. It would take four to five of the $5 shots to really feel tipsy, he says. “They
are not going to lay anyone out,” he says.

Write to Alina Dizik at alina.dizik@wsj.com
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